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Key steps for navigating the current level of 
uncertainty in the financial sector  
• Recognize when a market or sector level solution is required for financial market 

stability and incentivize those in power to act decisively

• Rely on the strength of individual firms as evidenced by regulatory measures and 
use regulatory flexibility in a targeted but temporary manner to strengthen firms 
where needed 

• Adjust the normal supervisory posture to respond to changing conditions and 
communicate decision useful information



Market and sector level solutions



Ensuring financial markets 
effectively function
Section 13(3) of the Federal Reserve Act
• In unusual and exigent circumstances, the Board 

can conduct emergency lending programs or 
facilities for the purpose of providing liquidity to 
the financial system, but not to aid a failing 
financial company, provided the security for 
emergency loans is sufficient to protect taxpayers 
from losses and any such program is terminated in 
a timely and orderly fashion

• The Board is required to provide periodic updates 
to Congress concerning these facilities at least 
every 30 days



Section 13(3) Lending facilities as of 9/30/2020

The Board is currently operating 13 emergency lending facilities. Specifically, the:

1) Primary Dealer Credit Facility (PDCF) 
2) Money Market Mutual Fund Liquidity Facility (MMLF)
3) Commercial Paper Funding Facility (CPFF)
4) Primary Market Corporate Credit Facility (PMCCF)
5) Secondary Market Corporate Credit Facility (SMCCF)
6) Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF)
7) Municipal Liquidity Facility (MLF)



Section 13(3) Lending facilities as of 9/30/2020
The Board is currently operating 13 emergency lending facilities. Specifically, the:

8) Paycheck Protection Program Liquidity Facility (PPPLF)
9) Main Street New Loan Facility (MSNLF)
10) Main Street Expanded Loan Facility (MSELF)
11) Main Street Priority Loan Facility (MSPLF)
12) Nonprofit Organization New Loan Facility (NONLF) and 
13) Nonprofit Organization Expanded Loan Facility (NOELF)



Section 13(3) facility positions as 
of 9/30/2020
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Section 13(3) facility positions as 
of 9/30/2020
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Success measures and lessons learned - 13(3) actions
Success Measures

• Maintaining the flow of credit to households and businesses

• Sustaining funding market functioning through episodes of stress and strain

Lessons Learned

• The ability to stand up facilities quickly is an essential competency for the Board and 

must be paralleled by the Board’s judgment in prudently winding down facilities

• Emergency facilities do not need high utilization rates to be effective 



Use of regulatory flexibility in a targeted but 
temporary manner where needed  



Fundamental principle of the 
Board’s regulatory agenda
• Achieving a high degree of efficiency, 

transparency and simplicity in financial 
regulation

• The idea of transparency being an essential 
element of effective regulation and tailoring 
regulatory requirements to the underlying risks 
of regulated entities by categories is the 
manner in which greater efficiency and 
simplicity can be achieved

• This permeates much of our current thinking



Main categories of regulatory flexibility and relief

• Using the full range of the safety and soundness authority – statements 
encouraging banks to support people and businesses affected by the crisis 

• Using temporary rule changes to address gaps – actions to temporarily 
relax requirements that are not intended to be binding in a crisis  

• Delaying the implementation of new requirements – actions to provide 
additional time for entities to phase in new regulatory requirements to 
reduce regulatory and supervisory burden in a crisis



Examples of regulatory relief in the current crisis
• Adjusting the community bank leverage ratio threshold to 8% for 2020, 

moving it to 8.5% for 2021 and returning it to 9% in 2022

• Adopting a 5-year transition for CECL that gives banks the option to 
fully add back to common equity tier 1 capital an estimate of the 
reduction to retained earnings attributable to CECL for the first two 
years with a phase-out of the effect over the final three years

• Temporary exclusion of U.S. Treasuries and reserves at Federal Reserve 
Banks from the denominator of the supplementary leverage ratio 



Examples of regulatory relief in the current crisis

• Encouraging banks to offer responsible small-dollar loans to consumers 
and small businesses in response to COVID-19

• Encouraging banks to work with borrowers in a safe and sound manner 
and not directing banks to automatically categorize loan modifications 
as troubled debt restructurings (TDRs)

• Encouraging banks to use their capital and liquidity buffers as they lend 
to households and businesses in response to COVID-19



Success measures and lessons learned - Regulatory Flexibility 
Success Measures
• Large, small, domestic and foreign owned banks submit data in regulatory reports 

that indicates they are providing the targeted forms of relief
• Bank failures and resolutions do not increase as a result of these actions
Lessons Learned
• Some flexibility measures should be incorporated into a standard crisis response 

toolkit with explicit triggers that can clearly be communicated to the public
• Fast track rulemaking authority should be instituted for any future crisis 



Adjusting supervisory posture and communicating 
decision useful information



Fundamental principle of the 
Board’s supervisory agenda
• Achieving a high degree of transparency, 

accountability and fairness in bank supervision 
is driving the agenda.

• The idea of transparency being an essential 
element of an effective supervision program 
and striking the right balance between 
supervisory discretion and due process being a 
desirable outcome permeates much of our 
current thinking.



Main categories of supervisory posture adjustments
• Changing the focus on examinations – Reducing the overall level of examination 

activities and shifting any examination activities that are conducted to off-site reviews 
with the greatest reduction in activities occurring at the smallest banks and 
supplementing this with monitoring and outreach

• Increasing the focus on monitoring – concentrating on continuous monitoring and 
analysis of operations, liquidity, capital, asset quality, operational resiliency, the 
potential impact on consumers and potential impacts on broader financial stability.  

• Extending the time periods for remediation of supervisory findings – automatically 
extending the time allowed to remediate supervisory findings by 90 days unless there 
is a heightened risk



Examples of supervisory posture adjustments
• Communicating that supervisors will not criticize banks for working 

with borrowers in a safe and sound manner and will exercise judgment 
in reviewing loan modifications, including troubled debt restructurings 
(TDRs), and will not automatically adversely risk rate credits that are 
affected, including those considered to be TDRs

• Streamlining and adjusting examination processes to operate in a 
remote working environment and to provide greater agility and 
efficiency in conducting supervisory assessments



Examples of supervisory posture adjustments
• Modifying the annual capital planning examinations—Comprehensive 

Capital Analysis and Review and the Horizontal Capital Review —to focus 
on monitoring how firms’ capital planning responded to COVID-19

• Meeting more frequently with other financial regulatory agencies to 
discuss the condition of supervised institutions, examination results and 
monitoring activities which aides in the development and execution of 
supervisory plans in a coordinated manner



Success measures and lessons learned – Supervisory Posture 
Success Measures
• Large, small, domestic and foreign owned banks have a high degree of clarity on 

supervisory expectations and the process supervisors utilize to reach supervisory findings
• Deficiencies identified by through remote examination and monitoring efforts have a high 

degree of correlation with on-site examinations
Lessons Learned
• Crisis related monitoring and outreach activities can be readily incorporated into our 

normal supervisory process
• The workforce has developed an ability to operate effectively remotely as well as on-site



Adjusting our supervisory posture and 
communicating decision useful information



arthur.lindo@frb.gov



Cybersecurity – Be Aware!
The Threat Is Real & More Significant Than Ever



Agenda

• Discuss some impacts & lessons learned from COVID-19

• Identify how existing cybersecurity threats are more dangerous now 
than ever before

• Identification of leading best practices

• Useful resources

• Questions



COVID-19 Impacts & Lessons Learned
We Did Not See This Coming! 



Top Impacts
• Lag in converting to a remote workforce due to a lack of hardware, i.e., laptops, monitors, 

phones, etc.

• Difficulty configuring new devices (or repurposed devices) in such a short timeframe. 

• VPN capacity & MFA licensing issues, i.e., bottlenecks & availability 

• Absenteeism/distractions due to extended remote period with family members

• Increased demand on IT/IS with wide range of hours (internal & MSP)

• Struggles with onboarding new personnel &/or furloughing employees

• Increased focus on customers due to demands, depending on your services



Top Lessons Learned
• The need to understand the full maturity needs for operating remotely, i.e., hardware, 

deployment, hardening, communications, security, employees, etc. 

• Mobile devices & cloud technology are now a must have, i.e., O365/Azure/Teams, AWS, 
Google, BYOD, etc.

• The need to enable secure remote access software, i.e., Citrix, Virtual Box, VMWare, etc.

• The need for cloud-based security platforms operating outside the network

• Enabling scalable VPN/MFA solutions with license retainer is a must

• Communication is paramount – from whom, simplicity, timing, etc.

• Creating a culture of mobility & remote expectations



Cybersecurity 
Concerns

We Fear What We Do Not 
Understand



Source: Ponemon Institute 2020 Cost of Data Breach Study

Globally, average 
total cost of a data 

breach
$3.86 million

Mean time to 
identify a breach 

207 days

Mean time to 
contain
73 days

In 2019, companies 
with an incident 
response team & 

extensive testing of 
their response plans
saved over $2 million 

compared to those who 
did not

Breach Detection & Expense
You Can’t Afford to Ignore Cybersecurity – Especially Now!

Average cost per 
lost or stolen 
record $146

In the U.S., average 
total cost of a data 

breach is $8.64 
million
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Potential Breach Impacts



Breakdown 
by 
Industry



• Social engineering attacks – phishing
• Malware/destructive malware

 Ransomware 
 Remote access
 Keyloggers

• Business email compromise
• Corporate account takeovers

Root causes of cyberattacks: Inadequate training, ineffective patch management, weak privileged 
access controls, & unmonitored detection systems

Cybersecurity Threats Are Now Magnified



1. Phishing
2. Malspam
3. Ransomware
4. Mask campaigns
5. Web skimming
6. Spyware

Global Domain Registrations Correlated with Pandemic Growth



Fake Sites 
• They will look very legitimate & 

clone beneficial organizations
• Goal is to install software or collect 

personal information
• In several cases, they will want 

donations &/or payment 
information



The 
Ultimate 
Gateway 

Email!



Training & Awareness
• Cybersecurity is as much a mindset as it is technical
• Reduce access levels of staff to the minimum required to 

perform daily duties. Nothing more
• More frequent training now than ever before
• “Simplify” methods to notify staff of emerging threats –

don’t bury those alerts
• Strong information security policies & strong acceptable 

use policy are a must! 

Single Biggest Risk – Users
Importance of Awareness Training



Leading Best 
Practices



Key Considerations: Focus on Technical Controls

• Use multifactor or two-factor for O365, VPN, remote sessions & privileged access

• Track, report, independently test & update security patches based on a risk priority 
schedule (Microsoft & non-Microsoft patches)

• Maintain accurate asset inventories for hardware & software, including data classification

• Enforce application whitelisting controls & remove unauthorized applications

• Remove local administrator rights to reduce malicious software installs

• Tune existing security tools: web content, email filtering, end point, etc. 

• Deploy Cloud based security software & end-point protection (Sophos, Web Root, etc.)



Key Considerations: Technical Controls

• Implement strong cloud-based data loss prevention controls

• Use Security Information & Event Management (SIEM) tools with “defense in depth” 
approach

• Change your passwords more frequently during this time

• Ensure data encryption is enforced to protect confidential data

• Segment internal Networks to isolate critical systems 

• Be aware of insider threat – layoffs, disgruntled, etc. Think zero trust!

• Consider posture checking on corporate devices prior to joining VPN/network



50

Impact of 25 key factors on 
the average total cost of a 
data breach. This is based 
on the average breach cost 
of $3.86m 



• Communication & commitment from senior leadership is key! 

• Keep providing “value-add” updates to all employees

• Keep documentation of activities & events to update 

• Use company approved devices & services only, trust less not more! 

• Be suspicious of emails that appear urgent or COVID related

• Stay connected – virtual meetings or similar check-ins

• Focus on family & local businesses!

Summary/Final Thoughts



What Cybercriminals See, if You Fail! 

A research collaboration 
with Cisco and the National 

Center for the Middle Market



Resources 
 BKD COVID-19 Resource Center – https://www.bkd.com/covid-19-resource-center

 The Top Cyber Threat Intelligence Feeds – thecyberthreat.com/cyber-threat-intelligence-feeds

 Info Risk Today – https://www.inforisktoday.com/

 Infosec Institute – https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/



Cy Sturdivant | csturdivant@bkd.com | 615.988.3596



The Expanding Role of Model Risk 
Management

In this session, we will explore the importance of a comprehensive MRM program beyond model 
validations & identify the interrelationship with the overall risk management framework



Introduction
J. Blake Murphy, CPA
Director, IT Risk Services
• Member of BKD’s IT Risk Services division & lead the Model Risk Management (MRM) Advisory Services team; 

focusing on providing ERM & MRM program reviews & model validation consulting services
• 26+ years of experience in banking, risk management consulting, software consulting, & public accounting with 

international accounting & consulting firms
• Prior to joining BKD, served as a senior risk officer in the financial services industry where I developed, 

implemented, & managed numerous risk management programs, including ERM, MRM, ORM, SOX404, fraud 
risk management, vendor risk management, & regulatory relations

• Member of the American Institute of CPAs & the Risk Management Association
• Graduate of The University of Mississippi, Oxford, with a bachelor of accountancy degree & a master of 

accountancy degree, & a graduate of the Graduate School of Banking at Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge



Topics for Today’s Discussion

• Model Risk Management (MRM) 
Overview

• Models in Scope
• MRM & the Three Lines of Defense
• Links to Regulatory Guidance



Overview of Model Risk Management



MRM Regulatory Guidance
Though introduced by the OCC in 2000, the most commonly referenced regulatory 
guidance is the joint FRB & OCC guidance from 2011

• FRB SR 11-7: Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management

• OCC 2011-12: Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management

• FDIC FIL-22-2017: Adoption of Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk 
Management

• NCUA: Refers to the FRB & OCC guidance above

• OCC Bulletin 2000-16: Risk Modeling



MRM Framework Components
• MRM program structure & governance

• Model definitions & determination

• Model inventory

• Model risk assessments

• Model validations

• User developed applications (UDAs)

• Reporting



MRM Program Structure & Governance
• “Commensurate with size & complexity”

• Board oversight

• Management oversight – “2nd Line”

• Documentation
• Segregation of duties

Development  |  Validation  | Governance

• Integration with other risk management functions
ERM, ORM, TPRM, data governance, etc.  

• Integration throughout the company – model owners



MRM Program Structure & Governance
Regulatory guidance identifies three primary elements of an effective MRM program

• Model Development, Implementation, & Use
Well-documented & include clear statement of purpose; design, theory & logic; assessment 
of data quality; formal test plans; evaluation of model use

• Validation Program 
Set of processes & activities intended to verify that models are performing as expected, in 
line with their design objectives & business uses

• Governance, Policies, & Internal Controls 
The extent & sophistication of a bank’s governance function is expected to align with the 
extent & sophistication of model usage



“Model” – Regulatory Definition
Regulators define a model as the following: a quantitative method, system, or 
approach that applies statistical, economic, financial, or mathematical theories, 
techniques, & assumptions to process input data into quantitative estimates

• Three components of a model
 Input – data, assumptions, rules, scenarios
 Processing – execution of model design, theory, & logic
 Output – transformation of data into useable & reportable content

A model is not an internally designed spreadsheet or vendor application that 
produces calculated results “of fact” based on simple formulas



Model Determination
Model determination – differentiates between models & nonmodel tools/UDAs & 
helps manage model inventory

• Model determination considerations when evaluating UDAs
 Do the three model components exist: input, processing, output?
 Does the UDA produce a demonstrably “right” answer?
 Can the UDA’s output be back-tested?
 Is the UDA simply applying a defined set of business rules?



Model Inventory

• Central repository for all models & nonmodel tools/UDAs

• Typically managed by MRM program manager/director

• Includes detailed information for each model & UDA

• Tracks model validation schedules & results

• Assists in the determination of aggregate model risk

• Includes periodic attestation by “model owners” 



Model Risk Assessments
Model risk assessments play a significant role in the determination of the frequency
of revalidation testing, the scope of ongoing reviews, relative roles & responsibilities 
of model owners/developers, & the involvement of additional risk mitigation 
activities
Model risk assessments will typically include the following

Impact Assessment (Criticality) Probability Assessment (Complexity)
Financial Impact Input Factors
Regulatory Impact Processing Factors
Operation/Business Impact Output/Reporting Factors
Aggregate Impact Governance Factors



Model Risk Assessments
Model risk assessments result in

• Individual model risk assessments

• Aggregate model risk for the organization

• Evaluation of the impact of model risk to each operational area of the 
organization 

• Evaluation of the impact of model risk to the ERM risk category assessments
 Included as a factor within each ERM risk category assessment, or
 Incorporated solely within the operational risk category assessment, or
 Identified & measured as a separate risk category



Model Validations
Model validations consist of three primary components

• Evaluation of conceptual soundness, including developmental evidence –
This element involves assessing the quality of the model design & 
construction

• Ongoing monitoring , including process verification & benchmarking –
Ongoing monitoring confirms that the model is appropriately implemented & 
is being used & is performing as intended

• Outcomes analysis, including back-testing – This comparison of model 
outputs to corresponding actual outcomes determines if the model continues 
to perform in line with design objectives & business uses



Model Validations
Effective model validations are designed to identify model weaknesses & prevent 
future potential model errors

Model validations should focus on the following three primary causes of model risk
• Data limitations associated with the model
• Fundamental errors that may produce inaccurate outputs, including data 

transmission errors
• Incorrect or inappropriate use of the model



Model Validations
Validation of vendor models

• Vendor models should be incorporated into a bank’s broader model risk 
management framework

• Appropriate processes should be in place for selecting vendor models
• Model vendors should provide developmental evidence explaining the 

product components, design, & intended use
• Banks are expected to validate their own use of vendor models
• Banks may have to rely more on sensitivity analysis & benchmarking when 

there is limited/no access to model code & implementation details
• Customization choices should be documented & justified as part of the 

validation



User Developed Applications (UDAs)
“It’s just a spreadsheet!”

According to the IIA, “User-developed applications (UDAs) typically consist of 
spreadsheets & databases created & used by end users to extract, sort, calculate, & 
compile organizational data to analyze trends, make business decisions, or summarize 
operational & financial data & reporting results”

Though not classified as a “model”, there is still an expectation that companies will 
perform some degree of testing on UDAs to address data integrity, availability, & 
confidentiality 

(Think ITGC testing/End user computing)



User Developed Applications (UDAs)
Risks associated with UDAs

• Unstructured development & lack of control for changes
• Lack or absence of controls over uploads & downloads of data
• Complexity introduced from necessity as the business grows
• Poor development practice & slack development protocols
• Absence of version control & regression testing (hard code fixes/workarounds)
• Lack or absence of documentation
• Lack or absence of support for product – total reliance on 'Fred' in room 101
• Lack or absence of internal data integrity checks
• Lack or absence of formal testing
• Outdated routines relying on old assumptions/data tables

https://www.greshamtech.com/blog/top-10-risk-of-udas-user-developed-applications

https://www.greshamtech.com/blog/top-10-risk-of-udas-user-developed-applications


MRM Reporting
• Model risk management reports to the board should

• Provide an aggregate view of model risk of the institution
• Advise the board of critical model deficiencies for high risk-rated models
• Update the board on model inventory activity

• Individual model validation reports should
• Articulate model aspects that were reviewed
• Highlight potential deficiencies over a range of financial & economic conditions
• Determine whether adjustments or other compensating controls are warranted



Models in Scope (Examples)



Financial Models
 Capital models

 Asset liability models/interest rate risk models

 Liquidity models

 Funds transfer pricing (FTP) models

 Derivatives models

 Purchased loan accounting models

 Tax credit models (new market tax credits, low-income housing credits, etc.)



Lending Models

 ALLL/CECL models

 Commercial loan pricing models

 Portfolio stress testing models

 Credit decisioning models

 Mortgage pipeline & MSR valuations



Operational & Regulatory Models

 Regulatory/compliance-related models
• BSA/AML models

• DFAST models

 Operational-related models
• Deposit analytics & pricing models

• Teller staffing models

• Acquisition/growth models/branch expansion models



MRM & the Three Lines of Defense



Three Lines of Defense – IIA Model: 2020



IIA’s Three Lines Model
While the spirit of the IIA’s Three Lines Model is consistent with the three lines of 
defense concept, their model goes into more detail in terms of the principles & roles 
of the model

1. The 1st line continues to have primary responsibility for managing & controlling risks 

2. The 2nd line can be called upon to evaluate the control environment (not audit it) to ensure all 
risk attributes are adequately controlled. The IIA’s model allows for 1st & 2nd line roles to be 
blended in certain circumstances. This allows for the 1st & 2nd lines to be partners in identifying, 
monitoring, & reporting risks

3. The 3rd Line, primarily through internal audit, provides independent & objective assurance of risk 
& control activities & programs



MRM in the Three Lines of Defense Model
The components of an MRM program exist in all three lines of defense

1. 1st Line – Model Owners – responsible for ensuring proper governance of the models, including 
model selection, development, implementation, use, & ongoing monitoring, as well as proper 
controls over model access, change management, etc.

2. 2nd Line – Model Risk Management Program Office – responsible for ensuring the MRM program 
is compliant with regulatory guidance on MRM. Common roles include maintaining the model 
inventory, overseeing model risk assessments, & ensuring model validations are performed in 
accordance with the MRM program standards. (MRM could also work with audit to provide risk 
assessment data that should influence the scope of audit’s work plan) 

3. 3rd Line - Internal Audit – responsible for independent & objective assurance & advice on the 
adequacy & effectiveness of the MRM Program & related risk assessments & control activities



Links to Regulatory Guidance



MRM Regulatory & Industry Guidance
• FRB SR 11-7: Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/srletters/sr1107a1.pdf

• OCC 2011-12: Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management

https://www.occ.treas.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2011/bulletin-2011-12a.pdf

• FDIC FIL-22-2017: Adoption of Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management

https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2017/fil17022a.pdf

• NCUA – refers to the FRB & OCC guidance above

• OCC Bulletin 2000-16: Risk Modeling

https://www.occ.gov/static/rescinded-bulletins/bulletin-2000-16.pdf

• IIA Three Lines Model

https://global.theiia.org/about/about-internal-auditing/Public%20Documents/Three-Lines-Model-Updated.pdf

https://www.federalreserve.gov/supervisionreg/srletters/sr1107a1.pdf
https://www.occ.treas.gov/news-issuances/bulletins/2011/bulletin-2011-12a.pdf
https://www.fdic.gov/news/financial-institution-letters/2017/fil17022a.pdf
https://www.occ.gov/static/rescinded-bulletins/bulletin-2000-16.pdf
https://global.theiia.org/about/about-internal-auditing/Public%20Documents/Three-Lines-Model-Updated.pdf


Closing Remarks



Takeaways

• MRM – more than model validations

• Don’t forget to document!

• Three lines of defense – where does MRM belong?

• Know your limitations 



Blake Murphy | Director, IT Risk Services
jmurphy@bkd.com
501.954.6416 – Office | 601.421.4896 – Mobile



Accounting & Auditing Update
A Michael Flaxbeard & Cameron Baghvardani Production



A&A Talking Points

• Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• Goodwill Impairment

• LIBOR Transition

• CECL (It’s Baaaaack)

• Audit Considerations

• FDIC IFR – Temporary Relief from Part 363

• Relevant ASUs



Loan Modifications in a COVID World



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• Loan modifications are at an all-time high

• Highly encouraged from the regulators (& our conscience)

• But what about the dreaded TDR?



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• TDR definition – 310-40-15 

• Financial difficulty indicators
 Payment default or probable debtor will default

 Projections indicate insufficient cash flows

 Unable to obtain financing at market rates (for a nontroubled debtor)

Creditor for economic or legal reasons related to the 
debtor’s financial difficulties grants a concession to the 
debtor that it would not have otherwise considered



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• First on the scene – The interagents

• Interagency guidance published to clarify existing GAAP

• Reminded us
 Short-term mods who were current prior to relief are not TDRs

 Short-term = six months or less; current = less than 30 days past due

 No change to allowance, nonaccrual & charge-off policies



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• Second on the scene – the federal government: The CARES Act

• Modifies GAAP by suspending TDR consideration on modifications 
during the pandemic

• The fine print
 Loan must be less than 30 days past due as of December 31, 2019

 Adverse impact must be COVID related

 Modification window: March 1, 2020–December 31,2020



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• If not a TDR, what is it? 

• What about past-due status?

• What’s the catch?

• The catch
 Accrual versus nonaccrual

 Allowing for modified loans



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• How to pass your December 31, 2020 audit (from an auditor)
1.) Document, track, document, track

2.) Clear evaluation & consideration on accrual versus nonaccrual

3.) Clear linkage between COVID considerations in allowance narrative &          
additional qualitative loss factors



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• What happens after internal modification program expires?

• What happens after December 31, 2020?



Loan Modifications in a COVID World

• Impact on the secondary market
 Liquidity crunch on GNMA loans sold

 Balance sheet gross-up from GNMA loans sold

 Reserve for loan buy-backs – increase significantly?



Goodwill Impairment



Goodwill Impairment

• Difference in measurement timing between issuers & nonissuers

• Qualitative assessment of goodwill (Step 0)
 Macroeconomic factors (uh-oh)

 Industry & market considerations, specifically multiples (ehhhh)

 Overall, individual financial performance (whew)



Goodwill Impairment

• Step 0 failed, now what?

• Consider ASU 2017-04
 Simplifies subsequent measurement of goodwill at the reporting unit level

 Eliminates Step 3 of the previous goodwill model

• Discuss fair value of your institution with a specialist



LIBOR Transition



LIBOR Transition
• Yes – it is still expected to go away in 2021
• Alternative Reference Rate Committee
• Website – https://www.newyorkfed.org/arrc/index.html

• Recommended Best Practices –
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC-Best-Practices.pdf

• Spread Adjustment Methodology –
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Spread_
Adjustment_Consultation_Follow_Up.pdf

https://www.newyorkfed.org/arrc/index.html
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC-Best-Practices.pdf
https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2020/ARRC_Spread_Adjustment_Consultation_Follow_Up.pdf


CECL (It’s Baaaaack)



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)

• Last-minute CECL delay
 Section 4014, Optional Temporary Relief from CECL



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)
• Reasons NOT TO Delay

 Costs associated with running incurred & CECL parallel
 Retained earnings impact still happens on 1/1/20 (COVID-19 impact can’t be included)
 Business combination issues
 Can’t easily go back to incurred
 Believe CECL is easier to quantify impacts of COVID-19

• Reasons TO Delay
 More comfortable with incurred than CECL due to forecast uncertainty & volatility
 Time/resource constraints



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)
• Lessons learned from SEC Issuers at adoption

 Most institutions had an overall increase in ACL 

 Institutions with large amounts of acquired loans were more likely to have large increases 
(PCI & non-PCI to PCD & non-PCD)

 Many comments discussing duration of portfolio as a key impact for increases or decreases

 Unfunded commitments ACL increases had a significant impact for many

 Adoption did not include COVID-19, so forecasted conditions was not as significant a driver of 
reserves compared to Q1

 Debt securities impact was almost nothing



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)

• Methodology/model selection lessons learned
 Methodology selection is not the same as final model 

selection
 Increased use of predictive statistical models (linear & 

logistic regression)
 Typically not seeing more than two different 

methodologies used
 Significant increase in diversity in estimation methods 

used compared to incurred loss approaches today 
(PD/LGD & DCF)



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)
• Economic variables, forecast, & reversion lessons learned

 Economic variables being considered varies, however the following are commonly used
• State/national unemployment

• State/national GDP

• Real estate price indices (example: HPI & CPPI)

• Interest rates 

 For regression-based models, typically only using one or two economic variables for forecasting
 Most common sources for economic data is the St. Louis Fed (FRED) & Moody’s (pay subscription)
 Forecast period tends to not exceed two years
 Most common disclosed reversion period & method is one year & straight line



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)

• Impact of COVID-19 on CECL
 COVID-19 & general economic impacts apply to both CECL & incurred although 

not to the same level (lifetime versus incurred)

 CECL much more sensitive to macroeconomic changes

 Lots of uncertainty 



CECL (It’s Baaaaack)

• Top five lessons learned for 2023 adopters

1) Use the time you have wisely

2) Don’t confuse movement with progress (make decisions)

3) Document, document, document

4) Understand your methodology & models & what drives ACL

5) Allocate adequate resources & involve appropriate stakeholders



Audit Considerations



Audit Considerations

• Impact on internal control
 Risk assessment in current year versus prior year

 Controls related to evaluation under CARES Act & interagency guidance

 Inputs into ALLL model
• How are impaired loans identified?

• Q-factors

• Impact on financial statement audit
 Has the bank documented why or why not a TDR?



Audit Considerations

• Risk assessment
 What has changed?

• Potential for asset impairments

• New lending programs

• New liability exposure

• Working in a remote environment

 Changes in significant risk?



Audit Considerations

• Documentation of key controls
• Changes in what are identified as key controls

• Changes in the design of internal control

• Changes in operating effectiveness

• Changes in the IT environment

• Changes in inherent risk assessment



Audit Considerations

• Opinion on ICFR is as of year-end
 Adequate period for testing if controls have changed even temporarily

• Different controls during parts of the year

• Reliance on controls to reduce substantive testing

• Documentation in a remote environment – both for financial 
institutions & for their auditors
 Virtual walk-throughs & control testing procedures



FDIC IFR – Temporary Relief from Part 363



FDIC IFR – Temporary Relief from Part 363
• Temporary Relief from 12 CFR Part 363 Audit & Reporting Requirements

 $500MM, $1B, $3B

• Response to COVID-19 & increase in consolidated total assets
 PPP, MMLF, PPPLF, other government stimulus efforts

• For FYs ending in 2021 (effective 10/23/20–12/31/21)

• Based on lesser of consolidated total assets as of 12/31/19 or as of beginning of FY 21

• Confirm with regulator/FDIC!
 FDIC determines that asset growth was related to a merger or acquisition

• https://www.fdic.gov/news/board/2020/2020-10-20-notice-dis-c-fr.pdf

https://www.fdic.gov/news/board/2020/2020-10-20-notice-dis-c-fr.pdf


Relevant ASUs



Relevant ASUs
• ASU 2020-05 – Effective Dates for Certain Entities

 Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) & Leases (Topic 842)
 FASB Accounting for Lease Concessions Related to COVID-19 FAQ

• https://www.fasb.org/cs/Satellite?cid=1176174459740&pagename=FASB%2FFASBContent_C%2FGeneralConte
ntDisplay

• ASU 2020-04 – Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848), Facilitation of the Effects of Reference 
Rate Reform on Financial Reporting
 HTM securities
 Contract modifications
 Hedge accounting

https://www.fasb.org/cs/Satellite?cid=1176174459740&pagename=FASB%2FFASBContent_C%2FGeneralContentDisplay


Relevant ASUs

 FASB Simplification Initiative

 ASU 2019-12 – Income Taxes (Topic 740): Simplifying the Accounting for 
Income Taxes

 ASU 2017-12 – Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815): Targeted Improvements 
to Accounting for Hedging Activities



Relevant ASUs

 ASU 2017-08 – Receivables – Nonrefundable Fees and Other Costs (Subtopic 
310-20): Premium Amortization on Purchased Callable Debt Securities

 ASU 2016-01 – Financial Instruments – Overall (Subtopic 825-10): Recognition 
and Measurement of Financial Assets and Financial Liabilities

• Practical expedient – Investments in investment funds



Michael Flaxbeard, CPA | Senior Manager
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Tax Update
Tax Legislation & IRS Developments



Agenda

• Tax Legislation
 What Have We Seen So Far?

 What Could We See in the Future?
• Another Stimulus Package?

• Biden Tax Plan & Income Tax Accounting Implications

• Refresher: How Tax Legislation Is Passed



Agenda

• IRS Developments & Other Considerations 
 Captive Insurance Companies

 Form 1099-C, Reporting for PPP Loans

 Form 1099-NEC

 PPP Fees



Tax Legislation: What Have We Seen So Far?

• Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)
 Employer payroll tax credits

• Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act)
 NOL carryback provisions 

 Acceleration of refundable AMT credits

 Employee retention credits

 Bonus depreciation on Qualified Improvement Property (QIP) 



Tax Legislation: What Could We See in the Future?

• Another stimulus package?
 McConnell after re-election: “We need another rescue package”

 McConnell indicated that a relief package & funding the government past 
December 11 will be top priorities upon return (November 9)

 Question – will House & Senate agree on size & details of stimulus package?



• Biden Tax Plan (assuming he wins the Presidential election)
 Corporate tax plan

• Increase tax rate from 21% to 28%
 Revalue of all deferred taxes in the period in which tax legislation in enacted

• Creates a minimum tax on corporations with book profits of $100 million or higher. Corporations 
will pay the greater of their regular corporate income tax or the 15% minimum tax while still 
allowing for net operating losses (NOL) & foreign tax credits
 Note – no reduction for low-income housing, historic, new markets, or solar credits

• Repeal NOL provisions in the CARES Act & depreciation provisions in the TCJA

• Expand WOTC to include military spouses

• Tax credit for small businesses that offer retirement plans for their workers

Tax Legislation: What Could We See in the Future?



• Biden Tax Plan (assuming he wins the Presidential election)
 Payroll taxes 

• Imposes a 12.4% Social Security tax on income earned above $400,000, evenly split 
between employers & employees (also applies for self-employment tax)

• Current wage cap is $137,700

• Creates a “hole” in the current Social Security payroll tax, where wages between $137,700 
& $400,000 are not taxed 

Tax Legislation: What Could We See in the Future?



• Biden Tax Plan (assuming he wins the Presidential election)
 Individuals 

• Reverts the top individual income tax rate for taxable income above $400,000 from 37% back to 
39.6%

• Long-term capital gains & qualified dividends would be taxed at the ordinary income tax rate of 
39.6% on income above $1 million

• Taxpayers with tax rates higher than 28 percent will face limited itemized deductions

• Repeal state & local tax deduction limitation

• Expand the child & dependent care credit to $8,000 per child (up to $16,000), & making it 
refundable & payable in advance

• Forgiving student loan debt & excluding the forgiven amount from taxation

Tax Legislation: What Could We See in the Future?



• Biden Tax Plan (assuming he wins the Presidential election)
 Real estate 

• Creates a new refundable tax credit of up to $15,000 for first-time homebuyers to be paid 
when qualified taxpayers purchase a home, instead of when they file their tax return the 
following year

• Creates a new renter's tax credit to reduce rent & utility costs to 30% of income for low-
income individuals 

• Expansion of the low-income housing & new markets tax credit program

• Limit like-kind exchanges by real estate investors

Tax Legislation: What Could We See in the Future?



Tax Legislation: How Tax Legislation Is Passed

• Tax legislation is introduced by Ways & Means Committee, then voted 
on by the House

• If tax legislation is passed by the House, it then goes to the Senate 
Finance Committee & voted on by the Senate

• If the bill is the same, it then goes to the President

• If the bills are different, it then goes to Conference Committee which is 
comprised of members of the House & Senate



Tax Legislation: How Tax Legislation Is Passed
• Senate votes required for tax legislation – 60

• If the tax legislation is done under “Budget Reconciliation” only 51 
votes are needed
 We learned this with TCJA

 Do the Democrats have 51 votes – depends on remaining runoff elections in 
Georgia?

 What happens if there is a 50-50 tie?  
• Vice President gets the deciding vote 



IRS Developments

• Captive insurance companies 
 Notices sent by IRS in the spring & summer to those that claimed deductions for 

the payment of captive insurance premiums

 IRS settlement offers for those under audit

 IR 2020-226



IRS Developments

• PPP loans 
 Announcement 2020-12 – NO information reporting required on Form 1099-C 

for forgiven PPP loans under Sec. 1106 of CARES Act

 Applies to all or portion of the forgiven loan 



IRS Developments

• Form 1099-NEC, Nonemployee Compensation 
 Replaces Form 1099-MISC for reporting of payments totaling $600 or more to independent 

contractors (previously reported in Box 7 of Form 1099-MISC)
 All other items previously reported on Form 1099-MISC remain unchanged other than the 

renumbering of these items
 The IRS reintroduced Form 1099-NEC (previously used prior to 1982) to help mitigate the 

change in due date for reporting nonemployee compensation. The Protecting Americans from 
Tax Hikes Act (PATH Act) changed the due date for reporting nonemployee compensation to 
January 31 while all other reportable items on Form 1099-MISC were due February 28. After 
this change, many taxpayers filed two Form 1099-MISC forms, which created confusion for 
taxpayers & the IRS

•



Other Considerations

• Taxability of PPP fees 
 Processing fee & taxable when received?

 OID & eligible for deferral?

 What if the bank is already cash basis for loans fees?



Jennifer M. Sanders, CPA | Partner
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Regulatory Compliance: COVID



Truth in Lending

Timing of Early Disclosures
•Shall deliver or place in the mail the 
disclosures (LE) required no later than the 
seventh business day before consummation 
of the transaction



Truth in Lending

COVID Impact

The Bureau concluded that if a consumer 
determines that his or her need to obtain 
funds is due to COVID-19 & necessitates 
consummating the transaction before the end 
of the TRID Rule waiting periods, then the 
consumer has a bona fide personal 
emergency that would permit the consumer 
to utilize the modifications & waiver 
provisions



Truth in Lending
Change in Circumstance

An extraordinary event beyond control of any interested party or other 
unexpected event

Information specific to the consumer or transaction that the creditor relied upon 
when providing the disclosures required ... & that was inaccurate or changed after 
disclosures were provided

New information specific to the consumer or transaction that the creditor did not 
rely on when providing the original disclosures



Truth in Lending

COVID Impact – Change in Circumstance

• The COVID-19 pandemic is a “changed 
circumstance” for purposes of certain 
TRID Rule provisions, allowing creditors 
to use revised estimates reflecting 
changes in settlement charges for 
purposes of determining good faith



Truth in Lending

Consumers Right to Rescind
•The consumer may exercise the right to 
rescind until midnight of the third business 
day following consummation



Truth in Lending

COVID Impact – Consumers Right to Rescind

If a consumer determines that his or her need 
to obtain funds due to the COVID-19 
pandemic must be met before the end of the 
Regulation Z Rescission Rules waiting period, 
then the consumer has a bona fide personal 
financial emergency that would permit the 
consumer to utilize the modification & waiver 
provisions



Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA)

Definitions

“A payment forbearance program generally is a loss mitigation option 
pursuant to which a servicer allows a borrower to forgo making certain 
payments or portions of payments for a period of time. It allows 
forbearance of payments due over periods of no more than six months, 
but it is considered short-term regardless of the amount of time the 
servicer allows the borrower to make up the missing payments” 



RESPA

Definitions

• “For purposes of the rule, a short-term 
repayment plan generally is a loss mitigation 
option under which a borrower would repay all 
past due payments over a specified period of 
time to bring the mortgage loan account 
current. A short-term repayment plan allows 
for the repayment of no more than three
months of past due payments & allows a 
borrower to repay the arrearage over a period 
lasting no more than six months”



RESPA

CARES Act Forbearance & Other Short-Term Options
Regulation X generally requires servicers to obtain a complete loss-mitigation 
application before evaluating a mortgage borrower for a loss-mitigation option, 
such as a loan modification or short sale. Servicers generally may not offer a loss-
mitigation option based upon an evaluation of any information provided in 
connection with an incomplete application … However, Reg X permits a servicer to 
offer short-term options based upon evaluation of an incomplete application”
– Bureau of Consumer Financial Protection: September 14, 2018, Statement of Supervisory Practices Regarding Financial Institutions and 
Consumers Affected by a major disaster or Emergency



RESPA
CARES Act Forbearance & Other Short-Term 
Options

“A CARES Act Forbearance qualifies as a short-
term payment forbearance program under Reg X, 
so it is excluded from some of the otherwise 
applicable loss mitigation requirements”

– Joint Statement on Supervisory and Enforcement Practices 
Regarding the Mortgage Servicing Rules in Response to the COVID-19 
Emergency and Cares Act



RESPA

CARES Act Forbearance & Other Short-Term Options

Specifically, the rules provide that servicers need not 
obtain a complete application before offering short-term 
options, such as a CARES Act forbearance. They can offer 
a CARES Act forbearance or other short-term options 
based on an evaluation of an incomplete application



RESPA
CARES Act Forbearance & Other Short-Term 
Options

Servicers can provide multiple sequential 
short-term payment forbearance programs 
under the Regulation X mortgage servicing 
rules. For example, under the CARES Act, the 
borrower may request another forbearance of 
up to 180 days in addition to the initial 
forbearance & the servicer must extend the 
forbearance



RESPA

CARES Act Forbearance & Other Short-Term Options

• The Bureau’s Mortgage Servicing Rules FAQs related to 
the COVID-19 Emergency

• Foreclosures are prohibited on all federally backed 
mortgage loans until at least December 31, 2020



Loan in Areas Having Special Flood Hazards

FEMA Extends Grace Period 

• Grace period for National Flood Insurance Program policies with expiration 
dates from February 13, 2020 to June 15, 2020 will be extended from 30 
days to 120 days

• Coverage will not lapse if the policy premium is paid prior to the end of the 
extended grace period

• Force placement can not occur until after the end of the 120-day period



Loan in Areas Having Special 
Flood Hazards
MIRE – Make, Increase, Renew, or Extend

• May rely on previous flood determination – cannot 
be more than seven years old

• Provide required Flood Hazard & Insurance 
Availability Notice for loans in an SFHA

• Follow escrow flood rules

• Interest capitalization does increase the loan 
balance – monitor loans located in a SFHA to 
ensure an increase in flood insurance is not 
required



Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)

The CARES Act, a section of which amends the 
FCRA, generally requires furnishers to report as 
current certain credit obligations for which 
furnishers make payment accommodations to 
consumers affected by COVID-19 who have sought 
such accommodations from their lenders 



FCRA
Disputes

• The FCRA generally requires that consumer 
reporting agencies & furnishers investigate 
disputes within 30 days of receipt of the 
consumer’s dispute

• The 30-day period may be extended to 45 
days if the consumer provides additional 
information that is relevant to the 
investigation during the 30-day period



Bank Secrecy Act – COVID

• PPP Loan Fraud

• FIN-2020-A002

• FIN-2020-A003

• FIN-2020-A005

• FIN-2020-A007



Regulatory Compliance: Preventing Financial 
Exploitation of Older Americans



Some Perspective
• In 2019, U.S. population of 65 & older was 

16.4%
 Rapid growth due to aging baby boomers 

(1946–1964)

 Youngest baby boomer is 56

 This age group population grew by 34.2% the 
past decade

 Meanwhile, the under-18 population growth 
has declined by 1.5%

% of 65 & Older Population (source:  U.S. 
Census Bureau)

65 to 74 75-84 85 & older



More Perspective



Last Bit of Perspective

• Per the Federal Reserve Board’s 2020 Consumer Compliance Outlook 
article, the average financial exploitation victim loses $120,000 per 
event

• Victims get re-targeted once they’ve fallen for one scheme
According to the National Adult Protective Services (APS) Association, 34% of 

victims had been a previous victim



Federal Trade Commission’s (FTC) 
Report to Congress: 10/18/2020
• Protecting older consumer is one of FTC’s top 

priorities
• In 2019, consumers 60 & older filed 318,850 fraud 

reports with reported losses greater than $440 
million

• Ages 60 & older least likely to report losing money 
to fraud

• Gift cards, prepaid debit cards, credit cards, & wire 
transfers were preferred payment method choices 
for scammers
 When payment method was wire transfer, reported 

median loss was $18,000



Examples of Scams

• Romance

• Government imposter 

• Sweepstakes, prize or lottery

• Business imposter, e.g., credit card rate
reductions, debt reduction, pharmacy, 
diabetes cures, arthritis cures, COVID-19 cures, etc.



Examples of Scams
• Investments

• Tech support/fraudulent computer repair, e.g., fake 
viruses, performance problems, etc.

• Timeshare sales & resales

• Family/friend imposter, e.g., grandchild needing help 

• Unemployment

• Online shopping

Note: To date in 2020, over 27,000 Suspicious Activity 
Reports for elder financial exploitation have been filed



Why Should My Financial Institution Do More?

• Aging customer base

• Protect your deposits

• Expand customer base

• Regulatory expectations

• Potential Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) Credit

• It’s the right thing



It’s the Right Thing

• After being victimized, these older Americans 
may
 Have extreme shame & embarrassment

 Feel stupid about falling for the lie

 Suffer from depression

 Have deterioration of physical health



Steps to Take

Train & 
Convey 

Importance

Think 
Outside the 

Box & 
Improve

Take 
Inventory



Take Inventory: Definition of “Elderly”

• “Elderly” – Regulation B defines this as 62 & older

• In 2026, all baby boomers will be 62 & older



Take Inventory: Consumer 
Education
• Pamphlets, statement messages, commercials, 

videos on website

• Absorption of training by age (source – CFPB)
 60 – 65: Let’s assume 100% absorption
 Older than age 65: 1 in 8 older Americans has 

Alzheimer’s disease
 Older than age 70: 22% of Americans have mild 

cognitive impairment & are unable to read small 
print 

 Nursing home residents: More than 40% have 
dementia



Think Outside the Box to Improve
• Proactively reach out to customers 62 {insert age here} & older

 “Given the high rate of fraud & financial exploitation, we want to ensure your 
financial savings for which you worked so hard are protected. So, as a courtesy, we 
want to work with you & take the following protective measures … ”

 Set one to two trusted people for us to contact, should we believe you to be a 
victim of fraud

Create a trusted contact form for consumers to sign that complies with 
Regulation P (Privacy of Consumer Financial Information)

 Invite these new contacts to your education sessions on Preventing 
Financial Exploitation of Older Americans



Think Outside the Box to Improve

• Define your expected account behavior, e.g., Would 
you ever conduct a wire transfer?, Purchase a 
prepaid card?, Withdraw cash from your account 
over $X?, Deposit cash into your account over $X?, 
Write checks over $X?, etc.

• Do you have a power of attorney? 

• Utilize CIF level alerts

• Utilize your anti-money laundering (AML) & fraud 
system to set alerts for inconsistent transaction 
patterns, large daily ATM withdrawals, etc. 



Think Outside the Box to Improve

 Do you want your trusted contact to have read-only access to your online 
banking?  

 Do you ever have someone else drive you to the bank?  

Invite caregiver/transportation agencies, e.g., Visiting Angels, Home Instead, 
retirement homes, etc., to these education sessions 

• At time of fraud event, negotiate with consumer to delay the 
transaction & if need be, isolate the consumer from any untrustworthy 
participant



Think Outside the Box to Improve
• Utilize an “elder champion” for the elder’s 

transaction & a quiet, private area where the 
elder may sit & take their time

• Create a waiver form that discloses the bank has 
counseled elder about not doing the transaction 
& the elder accepts full financial risk

• Analyze past elder fraud events at your 
institution to determine the “profile” of an at-risk 
account



Think Outside the Box to Improve

• Utilize a Hold Harmless Agreement when trying 
to work with scammer’s (or mule’s) financial 
institution to recover money
 If utilized quickly, this may work in getting wire money 

back before it is claimed by the scammer



Train & Convey Importance

• Train your customers & their trusted contacts (family members, 
caregivers, accountants, etc.)

• Monitor the FTC’s “Pass It On” page, reports to Congress & the “Consumer 
Sentinel Network” for common scams & prevention techniques

• Some states have safe harbor laws to delay transactions for three to five 
days when elder financial exploitation is suspected (DE, KY, LA, MN, MS, 
MT, ND, NE, OR, TN, TX, VA, & WA)



Train & Convey Importance

• Train your employees, especially your frontline staff, on
 Recognizing diminished financial capacity, e.g., struggling with day-to-day finances, 

financial fraud, & elder exploitation

 Importance of protecting the savings & wealth of older Americans

 Reporting suspected financial abuse by power of attorney, family member, 
caregiver, guardian to local law enforcement & Adult Protective Service (APS) even if 
reporting in your state is not mandatory



Education Resources
• FTC’s “Pass It On” campaign 

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/feature-
0030-pass-it

• CFPB’s & FDIC’s Money Smart for Older Adults 
www.fdic.gov/moneysmart

• ABA Foundation’s “Safe Banking for Seniors” 
https://www.aba.com/advocacy/community-
programs/safe-banking-for-seniors
Within 24 hours of registration, bankers receive link 

to resources, including training presentations

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/features/feature-0030-pass-it
http://www.fdic.gov/moneysmart
https://www.aba.com/advocacy/community-programs/safe-banking-for-seniors


Education Resources
• ABA’s “Banks Never Ask That” campaign 

https://www.aba.com/advocacy/community-
programs/banksneveraskthat

• FBI’s & Department of Justice’s “Money Mule 
Awareness Booklet” https://www.fbi.gov/file-
repository/money-mule-awareness-
booklet.pdf/view

https://www.aba.com/advocacy/community-programs/banksneveraskthat
https://www.fbi.gov/file-repository/money-mule-awareness-booklet.pdf/view


Reporting Resources
• Your state’s Adult Protective Services (APS) program: eldercare.acl.gov or 

800.677.1116 

• National Elder Fraud Hotline: https://stopelderfraud.ovc.ojp.gov/

• FTC: 877–FTC–HELP (877-382-4357) / ftc.gov/complaint

• FBI: https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/report-fraud

https://eldercare.acl.gov/Public/Index.aspx
https://stopelderfraud.ovc.ojp.gov/
https://reportfraud.ftc.gov/#/
https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/report-fraud
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